Abstract—In today’s business environment many enterprises react to changing conditions by the implementation of lean production systems. Lean offers an approach to eliminate waste and increase customer value in all processes. In the past, the focus of lean has been on the production and is now enhanced to other processes in the enterprise, e.g. product development or sales & services. In particular research approaches, so called lean development, has been introduced to improve efficiency, effectiveness and the skills of staff and organization. Enterprises like Toyota, who work with lean principles in development, can develop products in significant shorter time-to-markets with higher quality and lower costs. Enterprises that applied lean to product development process are facing the challenge of defining key performance indicators to ensure the sustainability of the continuous improvement process. Therefore, the article gives an advice what requirements the performance indicators have to meet. Based on an analysis of 11 performance indicator systems the article shows that yet not all targets are covered by performance indicators. Thus the article shows an approach to develop an enterprise specific KPI-Set.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past, many manufacturing enterprises implemented lean production systems to reduce waste in the production processes and to increase the customer value. Focus for these optimization measures were the production, assembly, logistics, maintenance, and quality management. [1]

Due to shorter product life cycles and a stronger competition in many industries, the product development gains importance. Enterprises like Toyota, which work according to lean thinking in product development, have significantly shorter time-to-markets in addition to lower development costs. [2] Lean development systems are therefore a current trend and are in the focus of scientific research. Several approaches exist to implement the lean thinking in product development. [3] Main goal is to achieve a value-oriented, resource-efficient, and fast product innovation process. Key elements of a lean product development system are e.g. simultaneous engineering, supplier integration, set-based engineering or process standardization. [4]

After an enterprise has implemented a lean development system, it is important to establish it sustainably. The continuous improvement process ensures the lasting usage of the lean development system. An important prerequisite of the continuous improvement process is the fixation of enterprise targets. By describing a future state, which should be attained, targets are a guideline to help employees to adjust their work [5]. They can differ in detail and occur on different hierarchy levels of the enterprise: for example, formal targets can describe the expected economic success of the entire enterprise or derived sub targets can be set for certain corporate divisions. [6] Targets should be expressed unambiguously, measurable and appointed. They should be achievable with the existing resources in a set time frame. [5]

To control the achievement of the targets enterprises use key performance indicators (KPI). The use of KPI enables the operationalisation of targets. KPI also correspond to the requirement of that targets and their degree of attainment need to be measurable. Besides an informational function KPI in an enterprise fulfill a coordinating function as well. KPI can be understood as information that “is able to express facts and circumstances briefly and relevant in a single indicator”. [7]

In production, the use of KPI to attain targets is widespread. However, in product development a systematic measurement of KPI is not consistently implemented. Enterprises mostly suffer from a lack of suitable KPIs, which enable the operationalisation of targets. Thus, the requirements which an enterprise have to consider by the developing of an enterprise specific are shown. Furthermore, the article shows an approach for a suitable KPI-Set in product development.

II. CHALLENGES OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The comparison of the differences between production and product development points out the challenges enterprises have to face when recording KPI.

In product development, the focus lies on the flow of information instead of material flow. In production, information and of material flow in opposite directions and the material flow is regarded predominantly. [2] In contrast, it is the information flow which is being considered primarily in product development. The information flow in product development is less transparent and therefore the identification and measurement are more difficult. [8] It is assumed that only 10 to 30 percent of all activities in product development are value-adding. The same amount of activities is non-value-adding but necessary. Consequently, the amount of non-value creating activities (waste) is approximately 60 percent. [9]

Processes in product development are mainly not physical but cognitive. In production, the focus lies on physical processes such as manufacturing, assembly or logistics. [2] On the other hand cognitive processes include tasks, which
concentrate on creative ways of finding solutions. Due to the different types of processes, methods cannot be applied exactly the same way. Through application of visual management or standardization, it is possible to identify waste in production. However, in product development, process transparency is often not existent and the identification of waste is difficult. Furthermore, standardization causes an unconsciously limiting the solution space. Longer time-to-market and higher costs are the result. [10]

Product development demands individual solutions instead of high rates of repetition. Tasks in production tend to be repetitive [8], [11]. On the other hand, in product development, tasks are more often unique and the result of the task, e.g. product planning, is not foreseeable. Hence, a comparison of different development projects is only possible to a limited extent. Nevertheless, there are some activities in product development as well, which have a high rate of repetition, e.g. prototype testing.

Process times in product development are usually longer than in production. In production, process times of seconds and minutes are common, whereas in product development, process times of weeks and months can be observed depending on the actual level of innovation [2], [11]. Furthermore, the temporal measures in product development are often not well defined and are highly variable. This has a significant influence on the mapping process and also the continuous improvement process. [2]

III. RULES FOR CREATING PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

For the design of a performance measurement system, indicators should be selected according to specific criteria first. According to [12]-[15], these criteria are summarized in seven rules. These seven rules are described below in more detail:

A. Relevance for the Enterprise Targets

Nowadays the possibilities of compiling data and the use of information technology make it easier to gather a variety of indicators. However, not all indicators are suitable to support the targets of the enterprise. Therefore, it is necessary to create key indicator according to the target system of the enterprise. Thereto the target system needs to be analyzed and appropriate key indicators need to be selected. With appropriate key indicators, the employees are directed to support the targets [12] and [13].

B. Quality of Data

The quality of the basic data is critical to the effectiveness of a key indicator. The quality of an indicator is based in the validity and timeliness of data.

The validity of a key indicator is based on the recipient. The quality of an indicator is based on the validity and timeliness of data. The validity of a key indicator is based on the recipient. Employees should be able to influence the indicator by their performance directly. Moreover, they must recognize their contribution by the indicators. Hence, the employee gets a better understanding for the indicator, which supports the validity. Enterprise-wide key indicators such as the total processing time cannot be traced back to the own work processes by the employee. The processing time of the own work processes, however, can be influenced comprehensible by the employee.

The timeliness of the key indicators depends on the circumstances. Fast feedback gives the employee a detailed profile of the performance and document the change over time. Otherwise a high frequency requires more effort for capturing the data. So the frequency is limited by the technical condition and the capacity of the employees [12].

C. Compatibility to the Hierarchy

Similar to targets, key indicators have to be adapted to the hierarchy. Some indicators could be used on all levels of the hierarchy, whereas other indicators must be derived from enterprise indicators. The key indicator annual net income or loss compared to the prior year, for example, should be represented on the staff level by the reject costs per employee. An indicator, which could be used on every hierarchy level, is turnover per employee. At the corporate level, the results of the different business units of the enterprise give an overall key indicator [14], [15].

D. Variability

Due to the dynamic business environment, enterprises are forced to react quickly to changes. The reaction of the enterprise is achieved by the change in the target weight. In line with the targets the key indicators must be adapted to the change, too. Particularly in target conflicts it is important to make clear which key indicator receives a greater weight [14], [15].

E. Periodicity

The periodicity of an indicator depends on the intended effect. A performance indicator for the future state is derived from the enterprise targets and has a long-term validity. The current state can be measured in shorter cycles to ensure the achievement of the targets. The period length also depends on the respective level. At the corporate level, longer periods are considered for an easier handling with summarized amount of information. In contrast, at the operational level shorter periods are used in order to receive a faster feedback. The feedback for the current state should not be longer than one month. The closer the recordings are to the value creation process, the more often, feedback should be given through the key indicator. [12]

F. Visualization

The visualization of the key indicators is important, so that the recipients will be reached. In addition to the key indicators for the current state the key indicators for the future state can be used for the alignment of the target achievement. Graphically edited key indicators help in understanding and perception. Additionally, an extension of the key indicators to action plans for the documentation of progress is possible. The visualization should be as close as possible to the workplace of employees to communicate the importance [12], [15].

G. Effort

The use of key indicators is involved with effort. In the generation, collection, processing, feedback and representation different tasks must be performed, which can be partly taken over by computer systems. The elicitation of the key indicator should always be evaluated by a
cost-benefit analysis [12].

IV. TARGETS OF PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

To analyze existing KPIs in product development it is necessary to identify the targets of product development. Therefore, the targets of product development could be based on the corporate targets of the enterprise. The identified targets could be summarized to three different target groups [16], [17].

Product development has two main target groups. First, for an enterprise it is necessary to design the right products to create a high market demand. This target group is called effectiveness. Furthermore, the products have to be developed efficiently. This means to design the product with the right process. To achieve these both target groups the required capabilities must be existent in the enterprise. Capabilities describe the third target group in product development. [16], [18] With the identified targets, derived from the three target groups effectiveness, efficiency, and capabilities it is possible to review existing KPI-Sets, to identify already existing KPIs in product development. Therefore, the KPI-Sets have to be analyzed in order to their fulfillment of the identified targets.

![Fig. 1. Target groups of product development [16], [23]](image)

In the following, the identified targets for the three target groups are described. Furthermore the results of the analysis of existing KPI-Sets are shown.

A. Effectiveness

First, it is crucial to identify the right ideas and transfer them as input into the process of development. The goal is to convert the market- and customer-needs into innovations. This target group is clustered under the term effectiveness (“Do the right things”). In table I the target group effectiveness is shown. Furthermore, the table shows the analysis of existing KPI-Sets in order to their fulfillment of the identified targets [2], [16].

1) Due to the need for economic efficiency during the product lifecycle enterprises strive to achieve economic, efficient processes for the enterprise in the following product lifecycle phases like manufacturing and recycling. [18] A high number of KPIs for measuring the efficiency during the product life already exists. Many authors agree that the compliance to target costs, the return on investment (ROI) and the quota of standard parts are adequate indicators [19]-[21].

2) High stakeholder value describes the requirement that development increases the value for all stakeholders. [16] The literature shows a few indicators how to measure the stakeholder value of a product. The majority of the authors mention customer satisfaction, but often it remains unclear how to measure it [22], [23].

3) The strategy compliant product portfolio means the degree of congruency of the specific project with the superordinate vision, mission, and the long term strategy of the enterprise. [2] A very few number of KPIs are known to measure the compliance of the product portfolio with the enterprise strategy. Furthermore, the KPIs are not solely influenced by product development but also by other departments like marketing and production [19]-[21].

4) Innovative product idea refers to the degree of novelty of the product. Development projects without any innovation may just be positioned in the market by cost leadership. [17], [19] The KPIs concerning the innovation vary widely. Some KPIs e.g. degree of novelty are very subjective and may not be quantified in practice [17], [18].

B. Efficiency

In case the right ideas are picked and converted into projects, it is important to turn the input into great products in the shortest time possible with a high quality and with minimal resources. Thus, the second main target group is efficiency (“Do things right”) [16], [18].
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unplanned changes of the subsequent processes will need to be initiated. [2] A high variety of KPIs concerning the measurement of quality exists [17], [25].

2) Short processing time includes creating a short and predictable process of product development without any delays. Like its equivalent in production, the lead time is calculated by the sum of all preparation, handling, and idle times during the project. [2] For a clear determination and comparison, the start and end points have to be defined. In literature, a high accordance concerning the definition of KPIs for measuring the processing time exists [16], [22], [20], and [26].

3) High added-value comprises all efforts to complete the process of development with minimal expenses, e.g. costs of labor and material while at the same time achieving a high added-value. [2], [18] A high accordance concerning the definition of KPIs for measuring the added-value exists [11], [17], [20], and [21].

C. Capabilities
To make effective and efficient development possible, employees as well as the organization and the suppliers must be skilled properly. [16] Motivation, qualification, and the permission to decide on their own in clearly defined rules for creating performance indicators. To give an advice for the identified deficits of existing KPI-Sets, some KPIs to measure the targets of the target group capabilities are described.

As shown in the analysis, KPIs for skilled supplier barely exist. Reasonable KPIs to measure the benefit of a supplier could be summarized in a specific supplier assessment. A specific assessment of suppliers, which regards the context of development, is useful. E.g. the number of changes, compliance to deadlines, cooperation in workshops, participation on concept competitions, willingness for personnel exchanges and for conjoint project teams, should be considered.

Another deficit of the analysed KPI-Sets is the KPIs regarding skilled employees. To identify the right employee for a task, a competence index could support the choice. Soft skills like ability of teamwork can be only measured with a high subjectivity. The competence index shows the degree of congruency between competence and requirements.

With KPIs for each target the product development will have a balanced performance measurement system, which will lead to a higher overall performance.

VI. CONCLUSION
In order to stay competitive, enterprises are forced to minimize waste in all processes and focus on value creation. The implementation of lean in development is an approach to focus on these aspects. However, a challenge within the implementation is to show that the lean concept pays off and also to control the roll-out. Because the processes in development differ in many aspects from the production process, specific KPI-Sets in development are needed.

An in-depth analysis showed that many KPI-Sets that measure the targets of development exist. Some having profound descriptions of several KPIs, but no KPI-Set regard all relevant target groups like effectiveness, efficiency, and capabilities. Especially the measurement of KPIs lacks in the target category capabilities. Also the analysis shows that it is the cooperation [26]-[28], and [17].

The analysis shows that yet no holistic KPI-Set covers all previously identified targets. Especially in the capability categories the number of authors that are presenting KPIs is low. Additionally, many authors suggest to measure indicators like “innovation”, without giving any details how this quite abstract parameter may be measured.
difficult to measure the innovation in product development. For this the article gives examples for KPIs in these fields. Moreover a general set of KPIs was designed with the goal to evaluate the development process in a holistic and balanced way.

Based on the targets and a few examples for KPIs, enterprises are able to convey it to their own conditions to design an enterprise-specific KPI-Set. The benefit for enterprises is that they can design an individual KPI-Set to measure the current state in order to improve the processes of development.
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